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Irushed to the Sinclair station at TJ’s to feed my
starved tank during a chilly Livingston evening on
the 15th of June. My indicator light was “double-

yellow.” I had no strength to push my vehicle anywhere
and there wasn’t a soul in sight. I was going east on Park
Street and looked right, while passing the northwestern
corner of Second Street, and then I saw the man. “It’s
him,” I yelled, “the astrologer!” 

I passed the Masonic Temple on the right and found
a space at its Park Street entrance. My deadline was
tonight—gas could wait. I followed him to the Second
Street Bistro, tiptoed in, and found him seated near the
left wall. The angle of the
astrologer’s body enabled him to
see all incoming patrons.

“I noticed your car slow
down,” he said. “I was heading to
The Wok, but came here so you’d
not have to chase me two extra
blocks.” 

“I wasn’t chasing... may I
take 
a seat and ask…” “OK, make it quick,” the astrologer
said, intercepting my thoughts, as usual.

“What of the next two months?” I asked... (Silence.)
He slid back, lifted his left ankle to his right knee,

and then took a sip of water. 
“What I’ll say concerns the substance in this glass.

The next two months will be extraordinarily significant,
individually and collectively. From Sunday, July 14th
until Monday, the 22nd, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, and the
Sun will be in the emotionally charged field of Cancer,
the preeminent WATER sign. Cancer rules houses, so
look for a major shift in housing markets and a new
national focus on family-oriented values. Cancer
also involves home security, so we can antici-
pate a ramp-up in U.S. security measures, since
these 4 transit the 7th House of foreign relations
in the Independence chart (for July 4th, 1776).
If we include Saturn in Scorpio, we’ll have 5
planets in water signs during this time. From
8:24 am on July 16th to 11:54 am on the 18th,
the Moon will be in Scorpio, making altogether
6 planets in water, for a little less than 3 days...
Have some?”

The waitress arrived with his order.
“This is huge!” I said.
“Huge? It’s just a Greek salad… have you eaten?” 
“No… I mean…uh, what you said sounds really

intense!” The astrologer was fishing in his salad bowl

for more crumbly feta cheese. “Intense, hmm... could
be,” he said. “This is an opportunity to harness the
energy of water—the emotions. In the horoscope of the
U.S. federal government (for April 30th, 1789) these
planets occupy the 11th House of brotherhood, national
dreams, and future goals. Jupiter, like the Sun is the 
dispenser of the ray of love-wisdom. This ray will
increase in amplitude during these 2 months due to its 
exaltation in Cancer. Watch for improvements in the
housing market.”

“Exaltation?” I asked. “Certain planets function 
better when placed in certain signs. Jupiter when in

Cancer tends to expand its benevolence.
Now, Mars is also in Cancer, and its
tendency is to agitate emotional energy.
Yet, there’s no need to worry—it’s
just…please excuse me.”

A couple of minutes later he
returned. “Pay your WATER bills in a
timely manner… it’s good for health,”
he said.

“Jupiter is in Cancer from the 1st
of July and for all of August. Also, Sirius and Jupiter 
will conjoin in Cancer from the 28th to the 31st of
August. Sirius is a great center of light in the universe,
and one may view this spectacle, from around 3 am to 
5 am, looking northeast. It’s fine to gaze at them and
contemplate the love of Mother Earth and her light
within the earth, and in the earth of one’s body.” 

“What about the square of Uranus/Pluto?” I asked. 
“I have an astrology client in 15 minutes and my

Greek salad is getting cold.” “Sorry,” I said… I was
going to ask him his name, but didn’t dare. I said thank
you and good evening. 

“Peace, be still, Raphael,” he said.
I got in my car, turned the key, no
start. I rummaged through my trunk
and found my gas container. “The gas
could wait?” n
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It’s fine to gaze at them
and contemplate the love of
Mother Earth and her light
within the earth and in the
earth of one’s body.
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